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The topic Of HQr diflaertation«L 'product strategies 
of small scale industries in International market* is 
very significant because of the advancement and progjress 
made by Xndia which has adopted the mixed Economy as 
the basis for its economic and industrial development. 
No doubt« the dream of the expansion and patronage of 
small scale Industries was seen by the Father of the 
Nation^ Mahatma Oandhi and his wishes have been fulfilled 
by his admirer and very close associate. Pandit Jawahar 
Lai Nehru through the adoption of Mixed EconcHoy as well 
as. the industrial Policy Resolution of 1949* Owing to 
this fact now we are witnessing the results of its 
through the progress and contribution made by &nall Scale 
industries to the economic development as well as to the 
Foreign Exchange. 
For this dissertation I an hihgly obliged and 
thankful to my supervisor Professor Majamul Hasan, 
Chatxman, Department of Business Administration who 
cooperated with me a lot and I indulged very often this 
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to complete my dissertation. Besides, Z am also very 
much indebted to my uncle, Mr. A.A. Kidwai, Deputy 
Director, Ministry of Small Scale Industries Government 
of India who prt>vided me with the data which proved 
quite useful. 
Morever, I also wish to record my thanks to 
Mr. Mohammad Amin, Assistant Librariean of I.I.P.T, 
(Indian Institute of Foreign Trade) who helped me a lot 
in connection with the books needed by me. At last, 
I am thankful to Mr. Shafiq Ahmad who typed my 
Dissertation at such a short notice. 
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CHAPTER - I 
IMPORTANCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF SMALL 
SCALE INDUSTRIES 
Small Scale Industries are •undertaXlngs 
having investment in fixed assets in plant and 
machinery not exceeding Rs,20 lakhs,* 
Within the existing defination Small Scale 
sector is a tiny sector comprising units with 
investment in fixed assets in plant and machinery 
upto Rs.2 lakhs and situated in towns and villages 
having a population of less than 50000 (1971 census 
figures). These units are entitled to special 
attention in matters of margin money and other 
assistance. 
Till December 1982 the list of items reserved 
for small scale sector was 837. Small scale sector 
produces 49% of total industrial out put and employs 
79 lakh people. As far as India's resources are 
concerned we know that there is scarcity of capital, 
and abudance of labour, and even there is disbalance 
in regional development. Here small scale industry 
with its law capital intensity high employment 
generation and potential of disposal especially in 
rural and semi-urban areas has an irop&rtant role t6 
play in the rapid economic development of the 
country. Small Scale industries have provided a 
platform for India's industrialization. The export 
of small scale industry is increasing very rapidly 
over the years in value and their shape in the 
total export of the country. The bulk of small 
scale industries consists of non-traditional items 
such as ready made garments, sports goods, finished 
leather products, woollen garments, and knit wear, 
processed food, chemical and allied products and a 
large number of engineering goods. The share of 
small scale industries products in non-traditional 
items is estimated at about 54.74%. Small scale 
sector also contribute to the exports indirectly as 
small firm supply a large number of parts and 
components that go into the making of finished 
products by the large industries. 
The rapid growth at the industries engaged 
in the manufacture of exportable goods was acquired 
through modernising the plant and machinery as well 
as the process* The guiding principles of these 
industries are accent on quality and rugged 
construction of products. Some of the industries 
have employed foreign technicians in various 
capacities to educate and develop the correct 
approach to quality and to impart technical 
excellence to their employees. Owing to the 
deployment of some foreign experts the quality of 
the products of this industry have improved a lot* 
Owing to it the efficiency of labour engaged in 
some units of their industry has also increased. 
Importance of Small Scale Indutry 
As we know that India is an agricultural 
country and it keeps more than 69% of the population 
engaged for a term of five months in a year and for 
the remaining period they have to remain without 
employment resulting in poor income and miserable 
standaaxl of living. Small scale industries can 
provide them to gainful employment in the slack and 
off season. These industries require only a small 
amount of finance and are free of any technical 
difficulties and can be developed easily. These 
industries also creates more opportunities of 
employment than the large scale industries. These 
industries play a very important role in national 
programme of industrial development. The planning 
commission has therefore emphasised the importance 
and development of Small Scale industries. 
The significance of Small Scale industries 
can be further visualised in terms of following 
table. 
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CHAPTER - II 
PRODUCT STRATEGIES 
•A product is anything that can be offered 
to a market for attention acquisition or consvunption. 
It includes physical objects, services* personalities, 
places organizations, and ideas*. 
There are three concepts of a 4^ |BHii^  product 
Formal product, care product and Augmented Product. 
Formal Product;- This is the physical object or 
service that is offered to the target market. 
Lipstic, computers, educational seminars. Political 
candidates, are all formal products. It is a physical 
object, it can be recognised by the market which haes 
the following five characteristics; a quality level, 
features, styling, a brand name, and packaging. If 
it is a service it may have some or all of these 
facets in an analogous manner. The service has some 
certain features such as being offered at no charge 
and usually requiring some wasting time. Besides, the 
service has a certain formal name also. 
8 
eyre Productt" It is the essential utility or benefit 
that is being offered to or sought by the buyer. The 
women purchasing lipstick is not buying a set of 
chemical and physical attributes <ffor their own sake 
she is buying beauty. The formal prodxict is simply 
the packaging of a care product or benefit. The 
market's job is to sell benefits not features. 
Augmented Product;-> It is the totality of benefits 
that person receives or experiences in obtaining the 
formal product. The augmented product of IBM is not 
only the computer but a whole set of accompanying 
services including instructions* canned soltware 
programme, programme services maintenance, and 
repairs, guarantee and so on. According to Levitt 
•The new competition is not between what companies 
produce in their factories but between what they add 
to their factory output in the form of packaging 
services, and advertising, custumer advice, financing 
and delivery arrangements and other things that people 
value. The firm that develops the right augmented 
product will thrive in this competition. 
The product policy decisions are made at 
three different levels of product aggregation. 
Product iteros; A specific version at a product 
that Has a separate designation in the seller's 
list. 
Product linet A group of product that is closely 
related because they satisfy a class of need are 
used together are sold to some customer groups are 
marketed the some types of outlets or fall within a 
given price. 
Product Mix: The composite of product offered for 
sale or a business unit. 
Width Depth and Consistency of the Product Mixt~ The 
product mix can be described as having a certain Width 
depth and consistency. The Width of the Product mix 
refers to how many different product lines are found 
within the company. The with of the product mix 
depends on the definations established for product 
line boundries. 
1. Theodore Levitt - The Marketing mode (New York-
Mcgrowhill Book Company - 1969). 
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The depth of the product mix refers to the 
average number of items offered by the company 
within each product. The Prodvict line depth can be 
averaged to indicate the typical depth of the 
company's product mix. 
The consistency of the Product mix refers 
to how closely related to various product lines 
are in end use production requirements, distribution 
channel or some other way. 
All three dimensions at the Product mix have 
a market rationale. Through increasing the width of 
the Product mix the company hopes to capitalize on 
its good reputation and skills in present market. 
Through increasing the depth of the product mix the 
company hopes to entice the patronage of buyers of 
widely differing tastes and needs. Through increasing 
the consistency of its product mix the company hopes 
to acquire an unparalled reputation in a particular 
area of endeavour. 
The concepts of width depth and consistency are 
related to these of product item lines and mix. The 
mix consit of four different lines of Product with an 
average depth of three products to a line. Product 
policy at the level of product items involves the 
issue whether to modify add or drop product items. 
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Alternative Product Mix Strategies» A company has 
setval options with respect to width depth and 
consistency of its product mix. 
At least six Product Strategies are Available 
1. Full Line All Market Strategy 
This strategy describes the intention to be 
all things to all people. To implement it one must 
serve all market segments and offer a full choice of 
products within the standard range and design of the 
industry, 
2, Market Specialised 
The strategy calls for offering a full line of 
all things of product required by a particular market 
segment, A few aerospace product manufacturers fall 
into this category. 
3. Product Line Strategy 
Here a manufacturer specializes in products of 
a single type and sells these items to all markets, A 
few value companies bit this description, 
4, Limited Product Line Strategy 
Components in this category offers a particular 
design of a single type of product which usually by 
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by virtue of its design is intended for only market 
segment. The industry has numerous examples of small 
companies of this type, 
5, Specific Product—Specialist 
This strategy involes picking up a particular 
product and marketing it according to the opportunity 
available usually because of its singular character 
one or only a few markt segments are involved. 
6, Special Situation Specialist 
A company with this strategy seeks to meet 
special situation needs with its own special capabilities 
perhaps in design engineering, low cost manufacturing 
techniques, or job shop flexibility. The markets for 
companies in this category are usually limited in 
size hetrogeneous and often protected from major 
competitors, with the firms basic product mix strategy 
it must be reviewed from time to time whether the 
specific product items and lines in mix represent a 
good balance in terms of featuires, sales growth, sales 
stability, and profitability. As we know that markets 
are changing in their needs and preferences. Competitors 
H 
keep on entering and altering the marketing mixes and 
the environments keep on changing. All these changing 
favour the creation of company's products and hurt others. 
Sound product mix strategy calls for the continuous 
addition of new products and the continuous elimination 
of old products. 
If the firm neglects either the new development 
function or product planning fuction or both it will 
take up one day to bind a very unbalanced and unwealthy 
product mix. 
One way for the company to appraise the souijdness 
of its current product mix is to classify each of its 
products along three dimensions sales growth market 
share and profitability. 
The product mix classification techniques have 
the following advantages. 
1. It indicates whether the company's rate of 
new product development or acquistion is 
sufficient. 
2, It indicates whether company's rate of 
product prunning is sufficient and which 
products are candidates <?or product prunning. 
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3, It indicates which objects might be set for 
each product whether it is product's market 
share, sales growth, or profitability should 
be stressed. 
4, It indicates how resources should be allocated 
to different products. 
In search for new products to add to the 
product mix a company is guided by the specific criteria 
such as seeking products that are comfortable with its 
technological or marketing strength or product whose 
sales behave counter cynically or counter seasonally. 
It would be a mistake to add new products whose sales 
correlate closely with current sales so that they 
aggravate the fluctuations. Even the new products whose 
sales are stable will not damper sales, fluctuations. 
The company's main hope is to find new proucts whose 
are negatively correlated with the sales time pattern 
of current products. 
The product mix optimization problem is defined 
thus 'Given n products possibilities choose of them 
(when m^n ) such that profit is maximised subject to 
a given level of risk and other constraints. The problem 
is found in a number of ways or situations. The most 
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important conditions being the absence of strong demand 
and cost interactions among the various products being 
considered. 
The dynamic product mix optimization problem is 
the problem of timing deletion and additions to the 
product mix in response to changing opportunities and 
resources so that product mix remains optimal through 
time. 
Brand Strategy 
A Brand is a name, term, sign, symbol, or design 
or combination of them which is intended to identify the 
goods or services of one seller or a groups of sellers 
and to differentiate them from those of competitors. 
A Brand name is 'that part of a brand which can 
be vocalized - the utterable.* 
Brand stretegy is tied up with the question of 
product mix strategy. There are three difficulities 
faced by a marketer. 
(1) Whether and to what extent he should but brand 
names on his products (Brand versus No Brand) (2) whether 
the Brand names should be of those of his firm or of the 
XD 
distributors (manufacturers versus Distributors Brands) 
(3) whether his own brands should go under one or a few 
or many individual names (Family versus individual 
braads^, 
A Brand mark is that part of a brand which can be 
recognized but is not utterable such as symbol, design, 
or distinctive colouring or lettering. 
While trade mark is a brand or part of the brand 
that is given legal protection because it is capable of 
exclusive appropriation. Thus a trade mark is essentially 
a legal term protecting the sellers exclusive rights to 
use the brand name or brand mark. Branding will be used 
as general term for describing the establishing of brand 
name marks or trade names for a product. 
!• Brand Versus No Brand 
Till 1890 there was a brand but after 1890 with 
the growth of national forms and national advertising 
media the growth of brand names started. It was to such 
an extent that in U.S.A. hardly anything is sold unbranded. 
There are four reasons behind the Brand name. 
1. The procedure may want a brand mark for 
identification purposes to simplify handling 
or tracing. 
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2. He may want a legal trade mark and patent to 
protect unique features at his product from 
imitation. 
3. He may want to connote a certain quality 
that he is offering so that satisfied 
buyers might easily obtain his product 
again throught brand recognition. 
4. He may see the brand name as an opportunity 
for endowing his product with a unique story 
and character that may create the basis for 
price differentiation. 
Distributer may want brand names as a means of 
making the product easier to handle, identifying 
supplier, holding production to certain quality standards 
and increasing buyer preference, the brand name has 
informational value to the buyer. 
-12. Manufacturers Versus Distribution Brand 
In branding his product the producers may use his 
own name (Manufacturers Brand) the names of his 
distributors or follow a mixed brand policy. Producing 
some output under distribution name. Historically 
18 
manufacturers brands have dominated the American scene. 
In modern days, however, large retailers and wholesellers 
have seen an advantage in developing and offering their 
own brands. Having his own brand gives a distributor 
mtfe control ^ ver pricing and also some measure of 
control over producing company because the distributor 
can threaten to change his sources of supply on account 
of distribution, brand have become an important factor 
in brand competition. 
In the competition between manufacturers and 
distributors brand the Distributor has many advantages. 
The Distributors brand are often priced lower than 
comparable manufacturers brands they appealing to budget 
concious shoppers especially in times of inflation. 
Manufacturers of national brands are in a very 
trying situation their strict is to spend a lot of 
money on constamer directed advertising and promotion to 
maintain strong brand preference. Their price has somewhat 
higher to cover this promotion. 
3. Family Brand Versus Individual Brand 
Manufacturers who choose to produce most of their 
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own name still face several choices. Pour brand 
strategies can be distinguished. 
1, Individual brand name 
2, A Blanket family name for all prodrxits 
3. Separate family name for all products 
4. Company trade name combined with 
individual prodvct names. 
Competition within the same industry may adapt 
different brand strategies. Advantages of individual 
brand name strategy is that the company does not tie 
its reputation to the product acceptance. If the 
product fails, it is not a bad mark for the manufacturer. 
It permits the firms to search for the best name for each 
new product. Besides a new name permits the building of 
new excitement and conviction. 
While the Blanket family name for all products 
also has some advantages. If the manufacturer is willing 
to maintain a quality for all items in the line sales 
will be strong it the manufacturer name is good. The 
cost of introducting the product will be less because 
there is no need for nan^ research or for expensive 
advertising to creat brand name recognition and prefei-ence. 
iQ 
Where a company produce or sells quite different 
types of product it may not be appropriate to use one 
blanket family name. 
Some manufacturers will want to associate that 
company name along with an individual brand for each 
product. In these cases the company name legitimatises 
and individual name individualising the new product. 
Brand Extension Strategy 
It is an effort to use a successful brand name 
to launch product modifications or additional products. 
Brand extension covers the introduction of new package 
sizeSf models, and so on. Another kind of Brand 
extension occurs when manufacturers of consumer and 
producer durables add stripe down models to the lower 
end of their line to permit advertising their brand as 
starting at a low price. 
Multibrand Strategy 
Multibrand strategy to the development by a 
particular seller of two or more brands that compete 
with each other»There are many reason for which 
manufacturers prefer multibrand strategy. 
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There is a severe battle for shelf space in the 
nation super market. Each bi-and tlia t the distributor 
accepts get some allocations of shelf space. By 
introducing several brands a manufacturer ties up more 
of the available shelf space leaving less for 
competitors. 
Pew consumers are really so loyal to a brand 
that they will not in any ciircumstances try any other. 
They respond to gift and other new product entries 
that claim superior "Brand Svfitchers" is to be on the 
offering end of a new brand. 
Another reason is that creating new brands 
develop excitement and efficiency within the manufacturers 
organization. 
A multibrand strategy Enables a company to take 
advantage of different market: segments consximers 
respond to various appeals aiid even marginal differences 
between brands c#n win a larcje following. 
CHAPTER - III 
CHARACTERISTICS OF FOREIGN CONSUMERS 
Ara®ng tJae multi. farious problems faced by the 
small scale sector marketing is the major one. It 
is related to consumers. In marketing the most 
important problem faced by small scale entrepreneures 
in exports is to know the pre-requisites of the 
characteristics of foreign consiimers of small scale 
products. As we show that the basic objective of 
modem marketing approach is to create and maintain a 
satisfied consumer. Thus it is quite clear that 
marketing is not mere selling and distribution. It 
means several complex activities that must be integrated 
to reach the ultimate consumers. Most small scale units 
have however neglected marketing activities with 
unfortunate results. Government agencies have not proved 
to be of sufficient help and assistance to small scale 
units in overcoming this problem. It is very difficult 
for individual small scale firm to practise modern 
marketing technology. 
There are different appraches have been devised 
by the small scale industries to boast up that exports 
and to know the characteristics of foreign consumers of 
their products. 
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One device in this regard is the adaptation 
of consortixixn approach. 
undBr^the consortium approach several firms 
producing similar products or located in a particular 
region or area may form their own market consortium 
by pooling their resources and skills. 
A consortixim can discharge the following 
functions• 
1» It should undertake marketing Research to 
collect information relating to the needs 
and tastes of people and project the demand 
for their goods, 
2, It should establish prices for the products 
of its members and thus prevent unhealthy 
competition among themselves. 
3. It should establish packaging design, labelling, 
and branding policies. Whenever possible the 
consortium tries to evalve common packaging 
design common lables and common brand names, 
so as to enable consumer to recognise the 
products of small scale units which are its 
members. 
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4T It should also collect information from 
dealers and concumers about complaints or 
suggestions for improvement. 
5, It should draft individual and joint 
advertisement test them and issue them for 
and on behalf of the small scale units. 
6» It should undertake commercial marketing and 
marketing promotion activities in a concerted 
and coordinated manner. 
7. It should obtain information regarding foreign 
market and help its member small scale units to 
exploit the opportunities existing in these 
markets. 
8. It should exhibit and display the products 
of members at industrial fairs and trade 
exhibitions to create mass awareness among 
the public. 
(a) It should follow the growth of large 
undertaking to assess opportunities for its 
members to the supplies of needed imports. 
Besides consortium can use the sejrvices of 
specialise personnel to educate and train small 
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entrepreneures in the field of fiance personnel and 
marketing management etc. 
It can act as a coordinator between the small 
scale-^aaits—aad^goveiraaent..—Goveotnraent^olicies^^nd 
notifications relating to small scale units should be 
collected and circulated among them. 
Export consortia is relevent for product exports 
made by small scale units because of their divided 
production capacity and financial resources. 
Our trade relations will various markets should 
be improved and would prove beneficial in knowing the 
characteristics of foreign consumers by participating in 
trade Pairs and Exhibitions. Apart from this domestic 
policies should help to generate exportable surpluses 
of products which have market abroad. 
Consumers prefer an established reputation high 
level of quality control, stability of production and 
uniformity of products. Thus a small entrepreneur 
producing consumer goods has to ensure that the demand 
for his product would be sustained by an estal^ lished 
reputation with regard to a high level of quality control 
stability of production and uniformity of products. Owing 
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to this he has to incur heavy costs of sales promotion 
which can be beyond his resources. Moreover, his problem 
is further agtjravated in relation to a quite a few 
products, ^hese are hot only frequent and unprecendented 
demand fluctuation but there is also a high incidence of 
changes in product design which greatly affect consumer 
preferences. 
If opportunities are utilised sensibly the 
entrepreneures will be able to project their image far 
and wide. Small scale industries are also helped and 
aided by promotional agen6ieB of centre and state. It 
also helps in what methodology to be adopted which would 
enabled the desired image to be projected. One draw 
back is the inadequacy of responsible and knowledgable 
persons near the stalls to answer the question. This is 
very important and essential requirement while 
participating in a trade fair. The absence of responsible 
and knowledgable person will not be able to satisfy the 
visitor on the qualative features of the product nor 
could be able to discuss possible commercial aspects. 
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As we know that small scale sector did not have 
the exposure of international competitors. As a 
result their attitude^towards foreign prospective buyers 
may be lacking in desired aggressiveness, publicity, and 
advertisement. Sometimes the entrepreneures tend to 
claim non-existent virtues in their products without 
even understanding what they are claiming. They agreed 
on modifications desired by the prospective consximers 
without analysing how these are to be carried out and 
costs invalves promising deliveries in quantities 
which they are not capable of adhering to promising 
deliveries in quantities, which they are not capable of 
are common instances of this nature. 
CHAPTER - IV 
COMPETITION WITH LARGE SCALE AND FOREIGN COMPANIES 
In our country the growth of small scale industries 
have taken place without any systematic planning or 
without due regard to the range of capital investment. 
The rates of two sectors large scale and small scale -
should not be treated as anatagonitics, even if in some 
cases they may be quite directly competitive. The new 
20 point programme and other policy announcements make 
tall claims about the vital rate of these units and 
loudly promise of full patronage to them. But in 
reality these are merely good wishes. Small scale 
industry is a major component in the industrieal develop-
ment of the least developed countries. Yet it is not 
given tbe treatment which is accorded to large scale 
industries. This is due to the lack of appreciation of 
the critical role of small industry in development 
strategy. Another contributory factor is the 
identification of this sector with primitive 
technologies and products for this sector relies 
heavily on artisans or craft type of production. However 
this is only a part of this sector because this sector 
also uses modem technology to produce highly 
sophisticated goods. Electronics is an instance in point. 
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Competition of small scale industry with small 
scale units within the country affects the small units 
in trade. In securing raw materials. Large scale units 
secure the raw materials through unfair means also. They 
purchase the raw material even at black marketing rates 
and reduce the cost of production by manufacturers on a 
large scale. Small scale units can not compete with 
Large scale units due to the scarce means, little 
resources, and less influence. 
Besides, Large Scale units enjoy all Banking 
facilities due to their status, credit worthiness, and 
good influence on bank officials. Small Scale units 
exporting their products face many difficulties in 
export marketing due to the short supply of funds by 
the Banks in the way of Pre-shipment/packing credit 
advance and post shipment advance credit advances are 
sanctioned to large scale units under pressure. 
The small scale sector has grown in the coxintry 
under sheltered environment and enjoys the benefit of 
siles market. This sector has not had the exposure 
of international competition. Their attitude towards 
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foreign prospective buyers in lacking in desired 
aggressiveness pxiblicity, and advertisement. These 
factors expose when seller meets a prospective buyer 
face to face. 
The competition between Large Scale Units and 
Small Scale Units can be explained thus. 
As we know that many items are produced and sold 
by both small scale and large scale units such as Power 
batteries for various types of automabiles. Power 
batteries are produced by large industries under a 
brand name popular in the entire countiry as well as by 
small scale units without any brand name. There are 
certain brands popular locally but these products are 
available at comparatively lower prices due to lower 
overheads. The products without brand name are still 
±i.t cheaper because of still overheads. But customers 
of these products beloAg to different categories. 
Individually they want famous brands specially because 
batteries will be required say once in three years and 
they willing to pay high price but these brands will not 
be purchased by institutions like S,T.C, (State Trading 
Corporation) or owners of fleeting vehicles or larries. 
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The products without brand name but with good standard 
will be purchased by institutions buyers or owners of 
local brand names for selling of their products. Thus 
Ehe products of small scale units will be mainly 
purchased by institution some individuals who do not care 
for famous brands and will purchase local brands at some 
what cheaper price, individual purchasing power batteries 
without brand will be rare. Some individuals will choose 
these products sold by small units to local brand owners 
relying upon the brand name for which they will pay 
higher price than that they would have paid to original 
small scale producer. The reason for this type of 
different psychology of different buyers seed not be 
explained. But it is obvious that market segments or 
sub-segments of small scale producers will be different 
from Large Scale producers. Thus the marketing strategy 
and price for selling products of small and large 
industry will differ. 
Small Scale industry have to face a triangular 
fight in internal market i.e. from Large Scale Units 
middlemen or traders and intra-industry. As we know that 
40% of small scale units are sick and main reason is that 
marketing entrepreneures find it difficult to compete with 
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Large Scale Units in their own field. The reasons for 
sickness of §inall scale units are lack of sufficient 
profit margin and lack of sufficient orders. Although 
15% is kept for small units it has hardly benefitted 
this sector. It has been observed that Large Scale 
sector has on edge over small scale units in Indian market 
as circumstances are always favourable to it. 
CHAPTER - V 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 
SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES 
ADVANTAGES 
There are a number of advantages of small scale 
industries. These are as follows: 
1. Small firms using simple technology can adjust 
more readily to a developing country's social and 
cultural environment and can easily develop links with 
non-manufacturing sectors and can avoid the duality 
associated with Large Scale units, 
2. Small Scale producers enjoy tax concessions 
and can price the products more attractively creating 
marketing problems for these who take more care of their 
manufacturing process. 
3. Small Scale industries have been helped by 
many government agencies such as TDAI (Trade Development 
Authority of India) TDA provides detailed profiles of 
manufacturers conducted by it. The most important aspect 
of Trade Development Authority is to concentrate on the 
study of particular products in relation to specific 
buyers in specific markets and Indian exports. 
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4, The basic advantage possessed by small scale 
industries are like small over heads together with the 
incentives given by the small scale entrepreneures to 
segment the available market for a number of products 
in a beneficial way. 
5. Another advantage of small scale industries 
is flexibility in operation committed management, and 
capacity to take quick decisions, 
6« Besides the government also provides several 
incentives like the type of industries reserved for 
the sector relaxation of licensing procedures, relaxation 
and elemination of excise duties and sales tax, more 
liberal know how, the market assistance scheme, and the 
concept of tiny sector etc. 
7, It not only contribute a significant 
preparation of national manufacturing out put but also 
provides employment to a large section of population. 
DISADVANTAGES 
Small Scale Industry with its low capital intensity 
high employment generation and potential for dispersal 
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especially in rural and semi-urban areas has on important 
role to play in the economic development of the country. 
Inspite of these factors small scale industries 
faces a ntmdaer of problems. 
1, The most important problem is the shortage of 
raw materials of good quality in Indian market. This 
assumption is further strengthened by the fact that the 
report of standing on industrial licences revealed that 
22% of sickness presently occuring in such units was 
attritutable to this factor. 
There is not a regular supply of the raw materials 
needed for the manufacture of export goods. There are 
two way to get the material supply for the exporters who 
are also manufacturers. 
Firstly they get the import licences from the 
government authorities for the manufacture of export 
goods on the basis of their export performance. In most 
cases there is a delay in supply of these import licences 
by the licensing authorities. As a result the small 
entrepreneures have either to pay more to the concerned 
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authorities or they are not in a position to fulfill the 
commitments and promises due to the late supply of raw 
materials. 
Secondly there guidelines that the small scale 
industries should be supplied the indigenous raw 
materials at lower prices so that they can compet in 
foreign market. But in practice small scale units were 
xinable to get the regular supply of indigenous raw 
material at international price due to the unhealthy 
practices prevailing in the government bodies and agencies • 
Thus the inadequate supply of raw materials needed for 
the manufacture of exports goods continues to be the main 
hurdle and constraint and it has adversely affected the 
production of these industries. 
2, Poor management can be reflected in the choice 
of wrong locations* incorrect demand assessment, and 
lack of financial planning etc, 
3, Another constraint faced by the small scale 
industries is the delayed payments. As we know that 
these units have limited financial resources and delayed 
payment resulted in their dependence on unorganised 
market, CX/ing to this they have to face a niimber of 
problems. Thus it is necessary that bills of small units 
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should be cleared immediately and promptly by both the 
sectors e.g. private and pxiblic. 
4. In this age of scientific revaluation of 
the importance of technology can not be under 
estimated and without improved technology the quality 
cannot be improved. Thus it is proper for the small 
scale units to ad§pt latest technology to different 
fields of their activities such as the agency carrying 
out the R and D Work. 
5. Next important constraint of small scale 
sector is marketing. As large scale units are capable 
<if maintaining their marketing wings. Small Scale units 
can not do so. Small Scale units suffered from several 
specific marketing problems. Among them are lack of 
standarisation of products, poor excessive cQJftpetition 
among the small scale with poor bargaining power stronger 
distribution net work of large units, lack of knowledge 
of marketing etc. 
6. In international side non-tariff barriers, 
quota restriction, and stiff competition have acted as a 
great constraint in increasing the exports. 
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7, In our country the growth of small scale 
Tinits have taken place without systematic planning 
and without due regard to the range of capital 
investment^ requirement and the desirable scale of 
operation, 
8, The finished products are of low quality in 
comparision to large scale units and fetch for the 
artisans lower prices and lesser wages to the workers. 
This results them to remain in poor standard of living. 
9, Most of the industrial units face the problem 
of capital and finance. The banks are not liberal to 
them in giving advances on easy terms because these 
banks are under pressure of big industrialists. As a 
result they do not care for the small scale xinits, 
10. Another problem faced by small scale units in 
the acute shortage in the supply of power and coal, 
11, There are a number of instances nade by small 
scale industries that government is not helping them by 
supplying them raw materials of high quality. Although 
government h^ve canalised more than 70% of items of raw 
materials to be imported from foreign countries. These 
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canalised items of raw materials are suuplied to small 
scale lonits by the state trading corporation (STC) and 
MMTC (Minerals and Metals Trading Corporation). In 
reality these corporations are not helping the small 
scale-units in ^ upplyin^ the ^ aw mliterials to these 
units. Owing to this small scale units have to depend 
on indigeneous raw materials which are mos tly of low 
quality and they have to produce manufactured products 
of low quality which results in xwipopula rity of these 
products in foreign markets. 
12, in addition to this another problem faced by 
these small scale units is the procedure of export 
marketing, 
13, Foreign exporters are taking full advantage 
of rising prices in export marketing of their products. 
There is an adverse problem in regard to the exporters of 
India, Foreign exporters mostly book the export order 
after having the sufficient stock of manufactured 
products with them for one year for making the regular 
supply and fulfilling the commitments. Therefore they 
book the orders on current rates mostly on higher prices. 
But in India due to policies and procedures the exporters 
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of India book orders first and then start manufacturing 
the products to meet the orders at old rates. This 
results in great difficulty and exporters are put in 
trouble to scwne extent*^ 
14. Competition with Large Scale units also 
affects the small units in trade. In getting the raw 
materials the large scale units secure the raw materials 
through even at black market rates and reduce the cost 
of production by manufacturers on large scale• Due to 
this Large Scale units flourish at the cost of small 
units. Besides the Large Scale units also pressurise the 
banks to give them loans. While small scale units can not 
do so because of their searce means and less influence. 
15. Another draw back is lack of resources for 
advertisement. Nor does the small scale units have the 
ability to employ marketing personnel. Thus investment 
cannot be made of in building of brand images. Large 
Scale units in the neighbourhood can also provide testing 
facilities on payment. 
16. Another reason is that small scale units do 
not have a network of sales out lets establishments 
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throughout the countries, operating an individual basis 
without an organised sales network Small Scale units 
owners based in remote and far off areas can not hope 
to pguetjrate deep into the domestic market, 
17. Another major problem faced by small scale 
industry manufacturer is the lack of supportive service 
facility in the neighbourhood. For example if a tool 
suddenly got damaged and needs to be replaced. He shall 
have to send someone to the nearest industrial centre 
to get a replacement or the repair of the tool or there 
is break down of any machine. He will not be able to 
work tmtil and unless he is able to have someone from 
outside to come and repair the machine. For small 
industry such every day problems without the availability 
of remedical recourse could prove ruinous. 
18. Another problem faced by Small Scale units 
is their total dependence on a single parent unit for 
their very survival, in the event of any production held 
up in the parent unit the small unit will be its first 
casuality. Besides if there is any change in the product 
mix the ancillaries will be in troioble. 
CHAPTER - VI 
SUGGESTIONS 
After going through this bri^? survey on the 
•Product Strategies of Small Scale Industries in 
International Market*. One arrives at the conclusion 
that the following steps should be taken for the 
upliftment of small scale units and for overcoming 
the difficulties. It can boost up the export capabilities 
of small scale units. 
1. The most important constraint faced by the 
small scale industries is the shortage of raw materials 
For this the best solution would that the government 
should make an assessment of raw material needs of 
small units of different sizes and should work out 
adequate arrangements to meet the increased production. 
2, Ag for as the e^ xisting system of excise 
duties is concerned a graduated scheme of excise duty 
should be introduced. 
3» Small scale sector should be organized 
properly. 
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4» In order to Improve the technique of 
production there should be improved facilities for 
training and research. 
5, The cheap electrical power should be supplied^ 
regularly to the small scale units, 
6# The small scale units should imbuted with 
a spirit of enthusiasm and initiative, 
7, It is often complained that procedural 
difficulties often stand in the way of increasing 
exports. Actually the procedure ^s not so complex as 
complained by exporters. In fact the exporters are 
in the dark. 
8, To overcome the difficulties and complexities 
in the rules,regulations and procedures, the gos/'erTiment 
should appoint experts in the foreign trade business, 
9, As we know that the ma;^ or cause of sickness 
of small scale industries is poor management. In this 
context banks could act as consultant to small scale 
units and monitor and guide their workers. The 
interaction between Small Scale iinits and banks would 
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also provide the farmers with an opportunity to act 
upon the symptoms of sic kness at an early stage and 
prevent them from being aggravated. 
10, Delays of payment to small scale units by 
both the public and private sector affect very much. 
Thus to avoid this^ it is necessary that both private 
and public sector should pay the small units promptly 
and immediately so that they can not lend the borrowing 
from unorganised sector. 
11, Marketing is another major constraint faced 
by small scale units. It is very difficult for a 
small unit to maintain its marketing unit. For this 
it is necessary that a marketing consortia should be 
formed by a group of small units to cater to their 
marketing need. This approach is very beneficial for the 
small units which have the advantage of selling their 
products under a common brand name advertising their 
goods as a group and maintaining standard quality 
recommendations• 
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12. Licensing policy should be changed in a way 
that it should help the small and organised sector to 
grow without trading on each other toes. 
13• Small Scale units should be provided with all 
the means to develop their own potentiality and the 
state should help them in overcoming the problems they 
face. Once the infrastructure, a network of sales out 
lets taking care of their transportation selling and 
advertising problems and testing centres spread all 
over the country is provided, small scale units can 
emerge as a strong sector capable of delivering the goods 
and holding their own in the market, 
14, The government should establish marketing 
organisation to assist Small Units in selling their 
products, 
15. The consortium marketing method should be 
adopted in small scale for various items so that intra 
industry competition is avoided and healthy growth of 
industry is achieved. 
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16, Small Scale i ndus t r i e s development should 
be taken up by the government in a big scale in 
la ifferent s t a t e s . Preference should he given to small 
i n d u s t r i e s products in the government purchase programme 
and incentives should be given without any discriminations, 
17« A large increase in the exports is possible 
only when these products can compete in costs and 
quality with those of foreign producers. It is therefore 
essential to make a drive for improving productive 
efficiency and cost reduction through rationalisation 
method better organisation and development of technology. 
18. The banks should provide all informStion 
regarding foreign trade opportunities which appear in 
the leading international magazines, 
19. It is necessary that the exporters should 
not suffer from lack of raw materials intermediate 
products and components. Any additional supply required 
by the exports of small scale industries products after 
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the purchase of raw materials xinder open general 
licence should be provided on a priority basis for 
the fulfilment of export orders in time* 
20, The exporters should take part in 
International Trade Pairs and Exhibitions with the 
help of government agencies. This participation 
should be accompanied by more vigorous publicity of 
the products displayed these shows. Active participation 
will help in establishing rapport with prospective 
customers. 
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